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Fig. 5,  Reactance of 1200-ft top-loaded mono ole at 100. kHz as 

function of load radial length. Bq product in kl% is shown in paren- 
theses  for --320 load length. 
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A Wide-Band  Square-Waveguide  Array  Polarizer 

MING WI CHEN AND G. N.  TSANDOULAS 

Abstract-A stepped-septum polarizer has  been designed that 
is capable of at least 26 dB of isolation over a 20 percent  frequency 
band. The three-port device may be  used to excite high purity 
left or right circular, as well as  tilted linear polarizations in a 
phased array of square waveguides. 
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IXTRODIJCTIOX 

Phased array technology has been increasingly concerned with 
multiply polarized arrays [l], [2 ] .  These  are arrays capable of 
supporting more t.han one sense of polarizat.ion and which depend 
for their  operation on symmet.ric radiators  such as circular or square 
waveguides and crossed dipoles. This paper describes a simple and 
effective three-port device that  can  be used to feed square-waveguide 
radiators in  such  a way as to excite high purity left-hand or right- 
hand circular polarizations. The  input consists of t,wo identical 
rectangdar waveguide ports while the output is a square waveguide. 
By introducing  additional  hardware and exciting bot,h input  ports 
simultaneously with t.he proper  phase relat,ionship, t,he device can 
also be used to produce linear polarizat.ion t.hat is tilted at any 
angle wit,h respect, to t.he horizontal or vertical aperture direct.ion. 
A two-port  circular polarizer, nithout t.ilted-linear polarization 
capability, using irises in square waveguide was described some 
time ago [SI. 

The basic H-plane sloping-sept,um polarizer was studied experi- 
ment,ally several  years ago [4]. In  this communication a modified 
version employing a  stepped-septum is presented. Since this modifies, 
tion  incorporates  more design para,meters,  such as the  step  lengths 
and widt.hs of t.he septum,  it, is expected that  better performance 
in t e r m  of axial ratio  and  inputrport isolat,ion will result.. That this 
is indeed the case has been confirmed experimentally and  the 
results are presented  in the following sect,ion. 

PHENOMENOLOGICAL AKALSSIS OF STEPPED~EPTUM POLARIZER 

A stepped-septum polarizer is schematically  represented in Fig. 
1 (a).  For purposes of analysis we consider it  as a four-port net.work 
as in Fig. 1 (b). Alt.hough this net,work will not  be solved completely 
due to the difficulty in modeling the wave coupling mechanism in 
the  septum region, the  symmetry properties of the  st,ructure will 
be used to set, up relationships among the net.n-ork parameters which 
provide guidelines for designing the device. The following phenom- 
enology assumes t,hat all higher-order modes are  cut, off and  that 
the  septum is infinitely thin. 

A .  Even-Node Excitutwn 

A traveling-wave description of this struct,ure defines ai and bi 
as the incident and reflected wave  amplitudes, respectively, at 
port i (i = 1,2,3,4). When an even mode is excited in the rec- 
tangular waveguide region  (Le., al = az = 1, a3 = = 0), the 
electric- and magnetic-field distributions in the upper and lower 
rectangular waveguide are t.he same but  the  currents on each  side 
of the common wall flox- in opposite directions. Therefore, a slot 
in t.he common wall between these t.ao guides will not. disturb  the 
field and  the  current flow in one guide will simply be the  return 
current of the other guide through  the  slot. Consequent.ly, the 
propagation of the even-mode wave v d l  be unaffected by  the  septum 
and will transfer its tot.al energy into t.he TElo mode in the  square 
waveguide. 

B. Odd-Mode Excitation 

When an odd  mode is excited in the rectangular waveguide region 
(Le., al = 1, a2 = -1, a3 = a4 = 0), t.he fields and  current flow in 
t.he  lower waveguide are reversed compared to the even-mode case. 
This causes the  current flows on the t.op and  bottom surfaces of 
the common wall between the two waveguides to be in t,he same 
direction and a slot in t,his common wall d l  cause a field disturbance, 
resulting  in  mode coupling and reflection. 

The transverse field of an odd mode in  a dual rectangular wave- 
guide is characterized by odd up  and down symmetry whereas 
the TElo mode in t,he square waveguide possesses an even up  and 
down symmet,ry, which leads to no coupling between them.  There- 
fore, the odd-mode energy nil1 be partially transferred to the TEal 
mode in the  square waveguide and part.iaIly reflected. 

The excitation of port 1 i s  equivalent to  the superposition of 
even- and odd-mode excit,ations. This is the case when a  circular 
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Rg. 1. (a) Polarizer-square wavedde configuration. (b) Polarizer 
equivalent%etwork. 

polarizer is in  operation. For this case we have 

r bl = - = -b .  
2 

b - -  
1 

3 - 2  

where r is t.he reflection coefficient for odd-mode excitat,ion, b, 
represents the power reflected back to the  input  port, which de- 
termines the VSWR of the device, and b, represents t.he power 
coupled to the nonexcited input, which determines t.he isolat.ion. 
The relative  amplitude and phase of ba and b4 determine  the axial 
ratio  and major-axis tilt angle of t.he elliptically-polarized wave. 
For a perfect circularly-polarized wave, ba and b4 must, be equal 
in amplitude  and 90" out of phase. Therefore, the design objective 
is to minimize I r I and keep t,he output phase angle as close to 
90" as possible. 

PROTOTYPE S T E P P E D S E ~ M  PoLAnIzmt 
Complete field solutions  for the  septum region of R polarizer 

(Fig. 1) are  very difficult to arrive a t  and -will not be attempted 
here. In  addition, analytical design methods  similar to t.hose for 
impedance  transformers or directional couplers are not available 
at the present time. Based on the  symmetry propert.ies outlined 
previously and  the interrelationship between device performance 
and  equivalent network  parameters, we have  arrived a t  a successful 
design by  trial  and error  experimental  methods and  have sub- 
sequently generalized the results. 

Minimizing Odd-Mode Reflediun C o e m t  
Fig. 2 shows a setup  suitable for  providing even- or odd-mode 

excitation to  the polarizer. The E ( H )  plane port of a folded magic 
tee corresponds to the  input  port for even-(odd)-mode  excitation. 
The polarizer part.ially couples some of the even- (odd-) mode powx 
to the TGo (TE,I) mode in a square waveguide, which is terminated 
in a  load by a square-to-rectangulawaveguide taper,' and  partially 

necessary to switch t.he mode of operation from TElo to TEat. 
1 A 90" rot.ation in t,he s q u a r e - t o - r e c t a n g u l a - ~ a ~ ~ ~ d e  taper is 

Odd Mode Port 
Square - to  -Rectangular 

Waveguide  Transition 

Folded 
Magic  Tee 

Even  Mode Port 

Fig. 2. Experimental setup for even- or odd-mode  reflection  coefficient 
measurement. 
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Fig. 3. Protot,ype stepped-septum polarizer to scale. XO is free-space 
not, criti&. 
wavelenDth measured at midband  frequency.  Septum  thickness is 

reflects the uncoupled energy back to the  input  port. It is assumed 
that, because of orthogonal symmefq, there is no coupling between 
t.he TGo and TE,, modes. In the  present device the measured cross 
coupling between these modes was less than -40 dB. A VSWR 
swept  frequency  measurement at the H-plane port of the magic tee 
yields t.he odd-mode reflection coefficient I r I. Then  the main  effort 
is directed  toward  repeating the process of odd-mode reflection 
coefficient measurement by changing t.he step widths and  lengths 
until  a performance goal is obtained. A designed prototype polarizer 
using a  four-step septum is shown in Fig. 3. 

The VSWR is less than 1.2 over a 20 percent  frequency band 
which is equivalent to 26 dB of isolation. (A minimum of 20 dB 
of isolation has been obt.ained for a sloping-septum polarizer over a 
10 percent  frequency band [SI). Transmission loss measurements 
indicate that  the  structure  has ohmic losses of less t,han 0.1 dB 
and  that  the  amplitude difference between the TElo and TEol 
modes is about 0.2 dB. A near unity axial ratio  may therefore be 
expected if the 90" phase  orthogonality can  be  met. 

Obtaining Phase Orthogonality Between TElo and TEo, Modes 

An adequately designed H-plane stepped-septum excites the 
TElo  and TEol modes in approximately equal amplitudes. However, 
a  phase adjustment between them FT&S found to be necessary for 
good phase  orthogonality. This was a consequence of our design 
philosophy under which the four-step septum was configured to give 
minimum reflection (maximum  isolation). This  quantity mas found 
to  be more critically  dependent on septum geometry than phase. 
Quite  probably, a modiiicat.ion of the septum dimensions may 
yield an  adequate phase  relationship, at the expense of some ko la  
tion, thus obviating t.he need for subsequent phase correction. 

One way to achieve good phase orthogonaLity is by inserting a 
thin dielect.ric slab into the  square waveguide following the  septum 
(Fig. 4). The  slab delays  one  mode of propagation  relative to the 
other. The slab dimensions for this polarizer were obtained  using 
an experimental  rotat.ing  horn set-up for  measuring axial rat,io. 
With t,he Teflon slab (E:  = 2.1) of Fig. 4 in place, the 6nal per- 
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Fig. 4. Geometry of Teflon slab  loading  for  optimum  axial  ratio 
condit,ion. Dimensions are not  critical. 
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band  and  the waveguide dominant-mode cutoff, for good matching, 
while the remainder (-2 percent) is the  guard between the  upper 
edge of the  operating  band  and  the cutoff of the first (TEn) higher 
order mode. These  margins may  be juggled somewhat but  probably 
not appreciably so that a  restriction  on waveguide size may  be  met 
by choosing an  appropriate dielectric material. It is believed that 
a 25 percent bandwidth i s  close to the maximum  practical  operating 
bandwidth for a squarewaveguide polarizer or radiator [2] free 
of higher order modes. 

k h o u g h  this polarizer may  be used for any  bandwidth less 
than 20 percent as it  stands, a reoptimization  procedure would 
probably yield better performance. For narrow bandwidths 
(-2-5 percent)  the sloping-septum polarizer [4] appears to be 
adequate. 
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Fig. 5. Performance of stepped-septum polarizer with Teflon slab 

loaded. Port 2 performance was similar. (b) Isolation.  (c) VSWR of 
of Fig 4 in place. (a) Axial ratio  with port. 1 excited and  port 2 match 

hand  circular polarizat.ion. TZSWR is less than 1.2 for  both  (c)  and 
port 1-right-hand circular  polarization.  (d) V S T R  of port 2-left- 

(dl rrhich are  expanded  1.5 I S W R  Smith  chart,  plots. 

formance of the polarizer is shown in Fig. 5. It is seen t,hat a l d e  
improving the axial ratio  the slab  did not, adversely affect  either 
the VSWR or the isolation. 

COMNENTS 

The stepped-septum polarizer described in thii communication 
gives significantly better performance over a wider bandwidth  than 
the sloping-septum device. 

In  an  actual phased-array  application, because of lattice limitations, 
the square-waveguide radiators will almost  certainly  have to be 
dielectrically loaded for  scan  ranges of t,he order of t hemisphere or 
greater [2]. In such cases all dimemions of the polarizer of Fig. 3 
are  to  be scaled by  the  factor l / (+) I ‘Z  where er is the dielectric 
constant of the  material filling the rraveguide. The same scaling 
applies to  the dimensions of the phase-correcting dielect,ric slab 
(Fig. 4) which dl have to be of dielectric constant E,’ such that 

cy’ = 2 . 1 ~ ~ .  This method of correcting phase may  not be suitable 
if the device is used in high-power applicat,ions and is, in general, 
very cumbersome for dielectrically filled waveguides. A simpler 
method for both cases would be to introduce a small step in two 
opposite walls of the square waveguide folloaing the  septum in 
order to delay one mode relat.ive to the other. 

At. first sight  it  might  appear  that  the size of the square waveguide 
is too restrictive ( a  = 0.626 X O / ( E , ) ~ / ~ ) .  This is  a consequence of the 
fact, that square waveguida are  capable of only about 34 percent 
bandwidth, under the already stated assumpt,ion t.hat  all higher 

On  the Scattering Cross Section of Passive Linear Arrays 

L. SOLYMAR 

Abstract-A general  formula is derived  for the scattering cross 
section of a passive  n-element linear  array consisting of isotropic 
radiators. When all the  reactances  are  tuned out and  scattering 
in the mirror  direction is investigated, it  is found that A,,,  the 
relative  scattering  cross  section is equal to the  square of the maxi- 
mum gain the  array can produce. As a  consequence,  for  forward 
scattering in the limiting case of zero spacing between the elements, 
A , ,  = n4. 

The cross section of a scattering  object having  cylindrical sym- 
metry is defined as follows 

A, (e&) 

= &-r2 
power density a t  distant  point r in direction e2 

poaer density of plane  wave incident, from direct,ion el . (1) 

For an array one is more interested  in t,he relative  scattering cross 
section 

where A,i is the scat.tering cross section of the individual  radiator. 
In  this Communication we shall express A s r ( O l , & )  in terms of 

the geometry of the  array  and of t.he parameters of the  matching 
matrix. A general formulation for an  arbitrary three-dimensional 
array is certainly possible, but we shall, for simplicity, restrict 
the investigation to linear arrays consisting of isotropic radiators. 
In t.hat part.icular case there are  several theorems available  making 

order mod& are below cutoff A 20 percent bandwidth  capability 
thus leaves a margin of about 14 percent, part of which (-12 Manuscript receiped December 4,  1972; revised January 11, 19i3. 
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